
The Missing Piece of 
Content Protection
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I saw firsthand how digital piracy hinders creativity and profitability for 

creators. This ignited a passion in me to create delevit. 

We're deeply committed to empowering creators with reliable solutions to 

remove pirated content and reclaim control over premium content. 

I invite you to reclaim control over your content, elevate your business, 

and secure the hard-earned rewards that you deserve.

Hi there,
I’m Alex co-founder of delevit

empowering creators worldwide.



Over 99% of Creators are NOT 
reporting Leaked Content

As of August 2023 Google has delisted over 7,104,569,460 URLs due to piracy
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sources:  https://transparencyreport.google.com/copyright/overview?hl=en 

   https://www.insiderintelligence.com/content/5-things-know-about-creator-economy-2023 

Imagine if more creators reported piracy…

https://transparencyreport.google.com/copyright/overview?hl=en
https://www.insiderintelligence.com/content/5-things-know-about-creator-economy-2023
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Limitations of tools Creators use What Creators are missing

In-Platform Tools (DRM, Watermarking, AI, etc.)
❗Limited Scope: Works within your platform.

DMCA Takedown Service or Lawyer
❗Managed: Slow review and takedown process.

❗Expensive: A significant financial hurdle for most creators.

❗Limited Results: Bots fail to accurately capture infringements.

Manual Self-Reporting
❗Difficult: Need to Copy-Paste, switch apps and manage links.

❗High Burnout Risk: Very time-consuming process.

❗Privacy Concerns: Exposes your personal information.

❗No Tracking: Difficult to gauge your effectiveness.

❗Overwhelming: Nuanced and complicated.

Simple Self-Reporting: 
Creator easily captures and addresses leaked 
content where fans are most likely to find it.

Affordability: 
Solutions that break the bank aren’t necessarily 
better, they are just more expensive.

Increased Revenue: 
Creators can see increases of as much as 20% after 
a month of leaked content removals.

Progress Tracking: 
Comprehensive progress tracking with visible results 
and automated follow-ups.
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Self-Reporting Made Easy

The missing piece for every creator is the ability to 
self report leaked content with just two clicks.

Takedowns while Browsing: Report any piece 
of leaked content on the web with just two 
clicks while browsing the web. It’s that easy!

Quick and Easy Signup: It takes less than 5 
minutes to set up a delevit account and send 
leaked content for removal. 

Minimal Time Commitment: Initiate leaked 
content takedowns in just a few clicks with the 
delevit plugin.

Free Plan for all Creators: Unlimited Link 
Collection and Export functionality empower 
every Creator with Content Protection.
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Results at every click

● View Takedown Stats

● Review Takedowns

● One-Click Submit

● Quick Video Tutorials

● Progress Tracking
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Copyright Protection is Automatic

Let’s talk! Creators are waiting

We are one conversation away from truly 
empowering creators.

Schedule Call Now 

Signup at delevit.com

Together, we can empower creators to enforce their rights

Email: alex@delevit.com

Phone: 559-321-6105

https://calendly.com/alex-delevit/leaked-content-to-profits-strategy-call
https://www.delevit.com?utm_source=direct+email&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=of_agency
https://www.delevit.com?utm_source=direct+email&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=of_agency
https://calendly.com/alex-delevit/leaked-content-to-profits-strategy-call
mailto:alex@delevit.com

